KEEP THE ABORTION PLANK 2016!
The minimalist Libertarian Party platform abortion plank reads: “Recognizing that abortion is a
sensitive issue and that people can hold good-faith view s on all sides, we believe that government
should be kept out of the matter, leaving the question to each person for their conscientious
consideration.”
Yet for decades abortion prohibitionists, as well as “reformist” party members seeking more
members, have badgered LP members with divisive demands to delete the abortion plank. Most
libertarians believe that state- imposed compulsory pregnancy is slavery and that only voluntary
efforts to deal with the abortion issue are legitimate. Today many Republican-led states are passing
laws to restrict abortion services and shut down clinics. Women are increasingly turning to dangerous
self-induced abortion or terminating pregnancies much later because of the financial burden of
traveling to other states for abortions. This is a time we should be strengthening, not removing the
plank!
Keep the abortion plank and keep the “government out of the matter” language. Removing
either only will send a message to the media and public that the party is trending anti-abortion and
further encourage abortion prohibitionists to badger libertarians. Divisiveness only will increase.
Learn just how libertarian principles of individual liberty, self-determination, private property, and
limited government demand a more robust plank supporting womens’ right to abortions - and support
our rights to keep the government out of all of our lives!
See Pro-ChoiceLibertarians.Net before the convention ends...
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